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1. When was the concept/project launched?
The concept was launched first in Paris by Alexandra Decraene, in 2011 with “Paris je t’aime” 
that had 3 successful editions. After moving to Brussels Alexandra wanted to move the project to 
Brussels and gathered 3 other girls with different profiles (Georgia Lambillotte working at Pas-
cal Polar Gallery, Léa Belooussovitch artist and Emmanuelle Indekeu, curator) last year in 2015.

2. Who are the people behind the project? What is their background?

Alexandra is a French curator, founder of  “Paris je t’aime” and “Brussels I Love You” aka 
“BILY” art walks. After her Law studies in Aix en Provence, she worked as curator in Paris 
since 2008 and moved to Brussels in September 2013 where she started to work at Feizi Gallery 
in 2014.

Georgia Lambillotte studied Art History at the Université Libre of Brussels majoring in Con-
temporary Art. After graduating in 2006, she wrote her thesis on “Net Art Online, the internet 
investissement by contemporary artists”. She then worked at the National Contemporary Art 
Center, Le Magasin in Grenoble, where she collaborated with curator Yves Aupetitallot on the 
conception of the exhibition “Espèces d’Espaces” (Sorts of Spaces) on art of the 80’s. Georgia 
Lambillotte has been part of the communication department of the Fine Art Museum of Belgium 
and worked on the opening of the Magritte Museum of Brussels. She currently works since 3 
years for the contemporary art gallery Pascal Polar in Brussels and for the Artexpo magazine 
that she manages.

Léa Belooussovitch is a french artist. After graduating from her Master in drawing at the Ecole 
Nationale supérieure des arts visuels of La Cambre, she was laureate of the Moonens residency 
price 2014/2015, the laureate of the Carrefour of Arts Foundation 2015/2106 in Brussels, where 
she currently lives. She exhibited in galleries but also in alternative spaces and institutions. She 
is an active member of the artist collectif Friche, that aims to work in deserted places with exhi-
bitions or interventions.

After her Bacherlor degree in Communication and Public Relations in Brussels, London and 
Munich, Emmanuelle Indekeu completed her formation studying Art History and Art Market 
at Drouot Auction House in Paris. She then worked at L’Atelier KSR in Berlin in 2012 and at 
Almine Rech Gallery in 2013. After those experiences she launched IDK Contemporary a cura-
torial platform working with galleries and artspaces in Brussels and Paris.

3. How did the idea of launching BILY come about? 

Alexandra had already organized 3 editions of “Paris je t’aime” in Paris and wanted to recreate 
the art walk in Brussels. Her idea in creating this art walk in Paris was to gather galleries from a 
same area and to build a community, and interaction between those spaces.

4. What is innovating about their concepts / projects? 

After gathering the team, we all thought of what we wanted to achieve with BILY, as we wanted 
to differentiate our project from the Brussels Art Days. The idea of presenting off spaces as 
project spaces, artists run spaces, young and some more renowned galleries, imposed itself quite 
rapidly to us. We want BILY to be ludic and educative at the same time as one of the aim is to 
bring people into art spaces as we often ear from people that they would love to go see exhibi-
tions but don’t dare to open a gallery door. For art connoisseurs it is the opportunity to bring 
them to spaces they usually don’t go to. 



For the educative part we have organized guided tour of the spaces during the weekend, visitors then have 
explanations about the space they are visiting and of the exhibitions on view. 
Other events are also organized as book singings and readings, openings, visits of exhibitions with the artist 
or curator, residency projects visits that punctuate the two weeks of BILY.

5. Can you tell us the audience it seeks to target/ ideally would want?  

As said before the audience that we target is very wide as we want to reach people that are interested by 
art but don’t visit often galleries and art spaces but also collectors and people who are well informed of the 
art scene in Brussels and often do their tours of galleries. They will of course know some of the spaces we 
selected for the art walk but hope that they will discover some new ones.
 
6. What is next for you, in terms of expanding the feature?  

We definitely want to continue on with BILY and have several editions. We already have been contacted by 
some galerists, collectors and institutions that want to be part of next year’s edition. We still have to figure 
how big we can grow and how to handle it, as if we expand geographically the walks could maybe be a bit 
long. But we are already very exited!

7. Have you received any external funding for the projects? 

Yes, we have had some sponsor as Smart and Hangar H18 with whom we have collaborated to organize the 
exhibition of the artist Lola Meotti. Smart sent us a selection of portfolio where from we selected the winner 
artist that will be exhibited at Hangar H18 during BILY. Hangar H18 lent us their space to organize it and to 
welcome visitors to pick up their plan and receive some explanations.

8. While working on the projects, what were references and inspirations? 
The expansion of Brussels art scene was a real inspiration as we see new galleries, project spaces and initia-
tives popping up in the capital. We wanted to highlight this ebullition. An other inspiration would be the 
New Art Dealers Alliance as we strongly believe in their mission statement link this statement: “We believe 
in a spirit of friendly competition and the power of working collectively to gain access to resources and to 
provide services to artists and the public that we could not as individuals.  The benefits for some may be a 
matter of business, for others a source of intellectual or aesthetic stimulation.”


